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PREFACE

In answer to a growing enthusiasm and a State need, The
s

National Association for Retarded Citizens has apveloped highly

specific written guidelines to help state and local ARCs estab-

lish Citizen Advocacy Proggams. The Citizen Advocacy approach

has much potential, benefit for handicapped persons who need

long or short term help in safeguarding their legal and human

rights and who require assistance in securing appropriate ser-

vices of a high quality. The conceptual and programmatic com-

ponents of Citizeh Advocacy are covered in NARC's printed and

audio-visual training package which basically consists of four

booki; on all aspects of Citizen Advocacy, a 141/2-minute, col6r-

'Sound movie on the concept, and a 15-minute slide presentation

On advocate roles. These training materials are supplemented

by the presentation' of an eight-hour workshop.

The purpose of this manual.is to provide detailed instruc-

tions for conducting this Citizen Advocacy Training Workshop,

taking the presentors from the planning phases on into the

actual presentation. The manual was developed in conjunction

with NARC's Child Advocacy Project, A National Citizen Advocacy

Model for Mentally Retarded Children, which was funded by the

Bureau of Education for the Handicapped, National Institute of

Mental Health, and Social Rehabilitation" Services of the United

StateseDepartment of Health, Education and Welfare.
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The manual consists of two major sections,. The first

.section provides piformation on the purposes. of the Citizen

Advocacy Training Wprkphop, major groups which can benefit

from participation, and specific guidelines for workshop pre-

- . paration, including gathering needed materials and.. equipment,

and takinkg other preparatory steps.

The second section contains !specific guidelines for con- .

ducting the workshop, including use of scripts for lectur4P and

audio-visual presentations, and instructions f9r small group
. . r

activities. A detailed workshop schedule is provided to assist

the trainer(s) in maintaining necessary time limits for each

activity' or parts thereof. Every activity'in the manual is

preceded by information for the trainer(s), including the num-
.

ber designation of the activity, itp purpose, and the specific

steps which are involVed. Immediately following the infOima-

tion for the trainers) is either a sample handout for the

participants which contains instructions for a,team exercise,

or a script for a leceure or audio-visual presentation.

A supplementary section-is also included to assist the

trainer(s) in determining needed equipment and materials and
.

plianning thephysical arrangement of the room:for,the workshop.

An example of the type of invitatiorial correspondence.which should
0

be sent to prospective participants in the workshop is els@

included.
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SECTION I

PAEPARING FOR AND CONDUCTING.A WORKSHOP
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(QRKSROP

The Citizen Advocacy Training Workskop is intended to help

state and local ARCS become knowledgeable about all aspects of

the Citizen Advocacy approach, and to provide training relative

to the implementation and operlition of Citizen Advocacy Programs.

This workshop was initiated at the national level by involving

key ARC state level volunteers and staffin training Sessions

which were conducted by the NARC Regional Representative and

Child Advocacy Pkoject staff at the six NARC Regional Confer-

ences occurring during 1974. The participants of these initial

sessions were trained to conduct the workshop within'their

respective states and at the local level.

Overview of Workshop Activities

The workshop curricula consists of brief lectures, audio-

visual'presentations, and problem-centered tasks for small:group

activities. A major feature of the workshop is the opportunity

for experience-based learning since many of the activities re-

quire participants to learn by interacting and working in teams.

The lectures and audio-visual presentations serve as a basis for

team 'Work. the sequence and interrelation Of the workshop acti-

vities enable the participants to progressively cope with more

complex concepts in the Citizen Advocacy model, as indicated

in the following activity descriptions:



Activity I: Introduction' to Workshop. This initial activity

requires the trainer to read a prepared introductory state-

,ment. This brief introduction discusses the intent and pur-

poses of the workshop and provides, an overview of all work-
,

shop activities.

Activity II: pientation to Citizen Advocacy. The participants

are presented with an overview of the Citizen Advocacy approach

via a 141/2-minute movie, a brief lectuie, and a 35mm slide pre-

sentation. The movie deals with the general concept of Citizen

Advocacy while the lecture ermilhaizes some of the core concepts

presented in the film. The slide presentation focuses on advo-

cate roles, thereby helping the participant's associate activities
4

inherent in the approach with the theory of Citizen Advocacy. ,

The slides are furnished in a carousel.

Activity III: Applying Citizen Advocacy to the Needs of Mentally

Retarded Persons. This a'group activity in Which the parti-

cipants are asked to consider the service needs of mentally re-
.

tarded persons living in their community and then indicate how

Citizen Advocacy could be applied to help ensure that indicated.

service needs are adeivately met. This'exercise further encour-

ages the participants to think about practical application of the

concept 'as well as helpinq them to associate Citizen Advocacy.

with the rights, interests, and service needs of mentally retarded

persons.

11
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Activity IV: Review of Morning Session and Overview of Aftefnoon

Activities. The trainer u4es,a prepared script to br'i:efly re-

-:emphasd,2Le_important points made duxing_the.grecediAgractivities

spqqi on _

The relation to the core training materials, Avenues To Change,

Books I-IV, to both morning 'and afternoon activities is also

shown.

Activity V: Planning and Operating a Program. The trainer makes
.

a presentation from a prepared script in o4der to help the par-

- ticipants understand the basic' procedures'for-planning for and
4

implementing a Citizen Advocacy Program. This presentation. is,

supplemented by 35mm slides which emphasize certain portions.
0

The slides are furnished in a carousel.
o

Activity VI: Critiquing a Program Description. The partici-
.

pants are organized insmallogroups and asked to study and assess

a sample program proposal. The proposal (narrative and budget)

contains a number of problems relating to the success and effec-

tiveness of the hyPothqtical program, and by spotting these flaws,

the participants are helped to become aware of.common pitfalls in

planning a program.

Activity VII: An Action Plan for Establishing a Citizen Advocacy

Program. This group activity provides an opportunity to util-

ize the knowledge and skills developed during the workshop.

The participant6 are asked to lay out specific plans rela-

tivb to implementation of a 'Citizen Advocacy Program in their

12
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- area, including persons who will be responsible for each phase

ofjmplementation and dates for completin each step:.

. Activity Workshop Summary. .The-trainer;closes the work-
,

shOp by stressing.the-importance of following the major tenets
k

of the,modeU.and the principles of program implementation and

o operation as presented in the worksop; -Questions relating to
r

tKeworkshoPactiVities are invited ,andanswerea.

Workshop Training Materials

The core training materials for the workshop are four

books', Avenues Change, which ovide detailed information.

'-on ail aspects of the Citizen Advocacy approach. ,The printed

materials are additionally intended to independently provide

detailed guidelines,on program implementation and operation.

The first book, Citizen Advocacy for Mentally Retarded Children:

An Introduction, pTovides a brief orientation 'to the concept of

Citizen Advocacy for a gpneral readership. The second book,

Implementation of. Citizen Advocacy. Through State. and Local ARCs,

offers specific inforthation on-the o2eiption and evaluation of

local Citizen Advocacy Programs,. The third book,

Advocacy, re-written for.the admOcate and gives gen-

state and

Effective

eral facts

It

on mental retardation, advoce. roles and responsi-

bilities, and advocate-protege relationethips. The fourth book,

YOUth As A Citizen Advocate, furnishes basic information on the

concept and program for young persons between the, ages, of 13-18

who are interested in Citizen Advocacy.

Other training materials used in the Citizen Advocacy

13
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Training Workshop are a 141/2-minute film, Something Shared(,

and a 15-minute slide presentation. The movie explores the
1

advOcate-protege relationship and stresses the importance of

the local Citizen Advocacy office. The slide presentation

emphasizes the7flexibility and scope of Citizen Advocacy by

aiscussimg long and Short term roles, ormal and' informal

assistance, and emotional and practical,aid given in advocste-*

protege relationshipst These'audio-visual materials may also

be used independently of the workshop for discussing cetain

concepts related to the Citizen Advocacy approach.

Participants for the Workshop- 4

The Citizen Advocacy Training Workshop is designed especially

for assisting state and local ARCs in their efforts to establish

and,operate Citizen Advodacy Programs. The workshop,i , however,

appropriate for any group or organization which is interested in

Citizen Advocacy for other developmentally disabled persons since

the Citizen Advocacy approach is applicable to the needs of all

developmentally disabled individuals.

14 a
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WORKSHOP GUIDELINES -

These workshop guidelines are offered to assist in prepar-

ing for and conducLing a Citizen Advocacy Training.Workshop.

Persons involved in the pre-workshop or workshop phases should

carefully study these instructions in order to ensure a success-

ful and effectilie training program.

Preparation for the Workshop j
.In most cases, preparation for the Citizen Advocacy Train-

ing Workshop will require four to five weeks. Since there are

several separate tasks to be completed before conducting the

.workshop, it is advisable that a co-ordinated planning group

or c9mmittee be involved in the preparatory phases.

Materials Needed for the Workshop. The printed and audio-visual

training materials, i.e., books I-IV,.the movie, and the slide

presentations, are suppliedin the Citizen Advocacy training

package. Also included in this training package are'the number

of needed instruction, forms for group activities (see C-A 1

2a, 2b, 3 and 4 in this manual) and additional scripts for the

slide presentations in order that the trainer and the person

assisting with the audio-visual equipment will have separate

copies (if a synchronized tape is not used): This training

package is available upon request from the six NARC Regional

Offices. Sufficient printed materials are supplied free of
I.

charge, and audio-visuals are loaned as needed; thus availability

should be determined before planning for a workshop and requests

5
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for materials should be made well in advance.

Other equipment and materials which are needed to conduct

the workshop must be provided by the sponsor. The following

list includes a description and rationale for needed items:

A. For note taking and recordihg information, participants

will needi 44

1) approximately five (5)'sheets of 811'x 11" paper

and two (2) pencils for taking notes and recording

plans for state or local action;

2) approximately six (6) large sheets of paper (28" x 34")

for each grcup,or blackboard (approximately 4' x 6'),

since some group activities require recording informa-

tion which will be reported to other participants;
I

3) one role of tape (masking tape is,prefefable) if the

large sheets of paper are used; and

4) one felt tip pen for each group if the large sheets

oE'paper are used.

5) six (6) carbon packs (or 1 for each state or local unit

represented) to record state or local action plans.

B. The movie and the slide presentation will require:

6) one (1) 35mm carousel slide projector with auto-

matic focusing (carousels not needed);

7) one l) 16m1h sound movie projector;

8) one (1) 16mm take-off reel;

9) one (1) 6 X 6 movie screen (or two screens if desired,

one for each audio-visual unit);

16



10) one (1) small flashlight to enable the proje0/tioniit

to dead scripts during the slide presentations if.ot

synchronized tape is not used; and

11) one (1) map pointer for use with slides in 1.Planning

and'Operating a Program" presentation.

C. The following items of furniture are needed for the trainers

and participants:

12) two (2) small tables for movie and slide projectors;

13) one (1) table and chairs for trainers;

14) one table lectern with light and microphone;

15Y tables (preferably round) which will accommodate 6 to

8 participants each; .

16) chairs for participants; and

17) miscellaneous materials: scotch tape, paper clips,

rubber bands, pens, glasses,, water, ash trays.

In order to ensure that.all necessary materials and equip-

ment are'secured fot the workshop, a checklist included int

Appendix A.

Determining the size of the workshop. The workshop is de-

signed to. be maximally effective for 25 to 40 participants.

This size range ensures the formation of an adequate number of

groups with 6 to 8 participants in each group. Also, an infor-
,

mal size should be Maintained in order to stimulate question-6g!

and discussion.

Locating the workshop setting. The architectural features

of the workshop room will be important (see Appendix B). It

must be possible td darken the room for the movie and.Slide

17
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presentations. There must also be enough space to situate.the

Projectors and screens for easy viewing by the participants.

Requesting attendance. A letter of invitation should be

sent to prospective participants at least one M nth prior to

the workshop. This letter (see Appen ix C) sh uld inform the

1

.1.

invitee of the purpose of the worksho , tlie general agenda,

and the date, time and place. A postcard should be enclosed

with the invitation for the invitee td indicate intentions

of attending.
fir

Ensuring availability of equipment/and materials. The

materials and equipment checklist in Appendix A must be

thoroughly reviewed prior to the workshop, allowing enough

time to secure missing items: When posqible, the room for

the workshop phould be prepared a day in advance and audio-

visual equipment should be tested.

.Persons needed ile-onduct,the workshop. At least one

trainer and two assistants are required for conducting, the

workshop.- Three people to cOnduct the workshop will help pre-

_-vent over-exposure to one speaker, which can reduce participant

interest. One of the assistants Will be needed throughout the

workshop for operating the projectors,.distributing instruction

forbs for group activities4 and providing clarification of

instructions when needed during activities.

18
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Rehearsing for the workshop. All ativities.involving
6

scripts, or scripts in conjunction with slide presentations,'

must-be adequately rehearsed to ensure effectiveneL during

presentation. Certain words inthe'scripts may be altered

to fit'the speaking style of the /trainer, but the basic content

of the script sholild not be changed.- The audio-visual presen-

tations must be rehearsed until there is consistent synchroniza-.

tion between the speaker andthe projected slides. Timing

required to set up for various equipment changes between,audio-

visual presentations should be rehearsed so the works1}6p will

flow smoothly.

CONDUCTING A 'WORKSHOP

The following guidelines are offered in order t help the

trainer conduct an interesting and effective workshop.

Grouping participants. The trainer should know the work-

shop participants in terms of their general and professional
',-

interests. At the beginning of the workshop, small teams of

6 - 8 members should be formed and name tags could be placed

on the tables to indicate group placement. The composition of

each team -Iould.reflect a'wide range of interests, knowledge,

expertise, etc. DiverSification within teams will help increase

learning experiences for all participants and promote active

participation. The groupings established at the outset should

be maintained throughout the workshop unless otherwise indicated

by instructions for an activity. 'Some activities require that

members of the same state or local unit be grouped toge er,

tC\



whiffle others require dispersed' groups of varied participants.

Reading instruction forms. Iliesteam activity is an important
A

feature of the workshop. It is then impeiative that team mem-
1

bers read and understand instructions for an activity. To en-

sure.a reading of instructions, the trainer must read each in-

struction form for an activity aloud, aski.ngthe participants

to f.ead silently. After reading the instructions, the trainer

A -should determine if the participants have any questions regard-

ing their tasks. The trainer and assistants should periodically

check on the progress of,the groups during an activity to
k

'further ensure understanding of instructions.

Providing opportunities for guestions.,'Since the lectures

and audio-visual presentations serve as a basisiforlteam acti-

vities, it is also imperative that the participants fully under-

stand'these activities.

Maintaining a time schedule. The length of time allotted

for each activity in the Detailed Wokshop Schedule, pp. 14 and
% .

15, indicates minimum requirements. The times designated for,

each activity and overall length of the workshop are,importapt

for maintaining participant interestand, t

)1

erefore, should not

be filtered.

Time frame for workshop. The workshop should bd presented

in a one-day period because the activities comprising the work-'

shop are highly interrelated. Thus, time separations between

St'.

the Ctivities, i.e., presenting the workshop in a series of

meetings, would reduce its effectiveness.

20
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SPECIFIC INSTRUCTIONS AND SCRIPTS

FOR WORKSHOP ACTIVITIES
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Detailed Workshop Timdtable

This schedule is to assist the trainer in maintaining the basic
-workshop schedule.'

Time
BLOCK I

Activity Materials (

20 min..

65 min.
maximum

20 min.
25 min.

.20 'min.

15 min.

65 min.
maximum

5 min.
30 min.
30 min.

1-5 min.

PRESENTATION:
"In4oduction to Workshop"

Audio,visual Presentations and Lecture:
"Orientation to Citizen Advocacy"

1) Film: "Soiething Shared"
2) Presentation:-"Building Blocks To

Citizen Advocacy"
3) Slide Presentation: ."Citizen Advo-

cacy: An Answer for Thursday's
Child",

COFFEX. BREAK

TEAM ACTIVITY: 2
"Applying Citizen Advocacy to the
NeedS of Mentally RetardedTexsons"

1) Instructions'
2) Task -
3) Group Reports

PRESENTATION:
Review of Morning Session and
Overview of Afternoon Activities

CA-1

1 hour

BLOCK II

40 min.

90 min.
maximum

5 min.
45 min.
35 min.
5 min.

15 min.

LUNCH

PRESENTATION:
"Planning and Operating A Program"

TEAM ACTIVITY: '
"Ciitiquing A Program Description"

1) Instructions
2) Task
3) Group Reports
4) Trainer. Feedback

COFFEE BREAK

22
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Activity Materials
AK

65 min. TEAM ACTIVITY:
maximum "An Action Plan foroEstablishing

A State or Local Citizen Advo-
cacy Program"

5 min. 1) Instructions
30 min. 2) Task
30 min. 3) Group Reports

'30 min. SUMMARY:
Participarlit Evaluatioh of Wowk-
shop, Questions and Answers, and
Closing Remarks

4

TOTAL TIME
8 hdurs
(Including Lunch)

CA-3

CA-4

I
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CITIZEN ADVOCACY TRAINING WORKSHOP

AGENDA

WARNING SESSION

9:00 - 9:20 a.m.

9:20 - 10:25

10:25 - 1O:40

10:40 - 11:45

11:45 - 12:00

12:00 - 1:0(0 p.m.

AFTERNOON SESSION

1;00 - 1:40

1:40 - 3:10

3:10 - 3:25

'3:25 - 4:30 .

4:30 - 5:00

Introduction to Workshop

Presentation:
Orientation to Citizen Advocacy

COFFEE BREAK

Team Activity:
Applying Citizen Advocacy to
the Needs of Mentally Retarded
Persons

Presentation:
Review of.Morning Session and
Overview of Afternoon Activities

LUWCH

Presentation:
Planning and Operating.A Program

Team Activity:
Critiquing A Program Description

COFFEE BREAK

Team Activity:
An Action Plan for Esteplishing
a State or Local Citizen Advocacy
Program

Summary: ,
Participant Evaluation of Work
shop, Questions and Answers, and
Closing Remarks



Activity I: INTRODUCTION TO WORKSHOP

Purpose: To acquaint the participants with the purpose
of the workshop and to disCuss expectations fbr partici-
pants during and after this workshop.

Steps for_Trainer:

step one - Call the meeting to order.

step two Group participants so that representa-
tives of the state and -local levels
of NARC and other participants will be
dispersed among the groups.

step three - Read aloud the script,entitled "Intro-
duction to Workshop". It may be desirable
to Change certain words to fit the style
of .speaking to that of the trainer making
the presentation. The general content,
however, should not be changed.

step four - Answer questions relative to the
Rreseptation if desired.

JP

25
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This

"for

INTRODUCTION TO WORKSHOP

period of time when many changes are occurring

in the field of mental retardation. Landmark decisions have

been made in the Courts regarding education and the quality

. of residential services. It is a time when people are seeking

alternatives to the traditional large, multipurpose institution,

and comprehensive community-based residences and servicegtpre

.0' 41
appearing. Perhaps most importantly, it is a time when indi-

viduat citlaiens are becoming concerned enough to become directly

involved in the struggle to obtain legal and human rights and

needed services for gmntally retarded persons and to uphold

their human dignity. N-

The Citizen,Odvocacy concept was developed by Dr. Wolf

Wolfensberger during the late 1960's. It was first applied

asa4program in 1971 in Lincoln, Nebraska, where Mrs. Leola

44
Novak gtarted the Lincoln Citizen Advocacy program with assist-

ance from Dr. Wolfensberger. The Lincoln program has probably

been the single most influential force in the developmentkpof

Citizen Advocacy in the United States.

After three years, more than 60 Citizen Advocacy Programs

are now in operation in more than 20 of the United States and

in Canada. Some states have implemented Citizen Advocacy on

a state-wide basis with several local offices coordinated by

2 6
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a State. Advocacy Office. Almost witholat exception, these
a

programs have been implemented under the sponsorship of an

ARC. The ARC is logically the mechanipm by which Citizen

Advocacy should and can be established across this nation,

thus forming a Citizen AdvoCacy network.

Tht primary basis for the establishment of ARCs and the

/reason foli'their continuing existence is the desire to ensure

that the service needs of mentally retarded persons are being

adequately met, and to speak out for their rights and interests.

The aim of the ARC is, therefore, very compatible with the

intent of Citizen Advocacy. By using the Citizen Advocacy

approach,,ARCs can broaden their base of support and facili-

tate the 'attainment of their basic objectives.

NARC initiated the Child Advocacy Project in 1972 in

order to bring together existing information and expertise

for developing model programs which can be used by all ARCs

as well, as by groups of other developmentally disabled persons.

The National Headquarters for NARC recognized that Citizen

Advocacy could be a major tool for enabling thesARCs to accomp-

lish their mission to help mentally retarded persons. It was,

however, recognized that there were no consistent or complete

written guidelines for ARCs to use in 'implementing and operat--

ing new programs. In an effort to remedy this problem and

ensure that Citizen Advocacy programs were maximally successful

And effective, NARC developed a comprehensive package of audio-
.

( 27
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visual and written training materials which deal with the con-
:-

.ceptual.and perogrammatic aspects of Citizen Advocacy. These

materials were subjected to intensive' consumer review and were

then polished and finalized for presentation in today's work-

shop.

You have been invited to participate in this Citizen Advo-

cacy Training Workshop because you are the key to starting and

running a successful advocacy program. Some of you are already

familiar with the concept of Citizen Advocacy and may have been

directly involved in such a program. Others wilPfind all of

this information entirely new. Through your attendance today,

you will be afforded an opportunity to experience firsthand

the Citizen Advocacy Training Program. This workshop uses a

comprehensive package which should be useful not only for im-

plementing new offices, but also for recruiting and,training

Citizen Advocates. It can also be used to strengthen exist-

ing programs.' You are, in effect, being fimiliarized with a

readily transportable training and educational program.

It is essential that the entire workshop be attended by

each participant. The activities are highly interrelated, and

emphasis is placed on experience-based learning in small group

activities. The effectiveness and meaningfulness of the work-

shop will be significantly reduced if any portion of it is

missed.

Each of you has an agenda for today's workshop. If you

will now refer to this schedule, we will briefly outline the

28
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sequence to be followed.

We will begin by presenting an overview of Citizen Advocacy.

The concept will be introduced by, a film which illusrates the

basic aspects of Citizen Advocacy. The motion picture will be

followed by both a detailed discussion of the important points 4'

.2)made in the film, and a slide presentation concerned with basic

advoc to roles.

The practical aspects of Citizen Advocacy will then be

considered by reviewing the needs of mentally retarded persons

and outlining specific ways in which Citizen Advocacy could be

applied in order to meet these needs.

After lunch you will hear a brief presentation on plans

and procedures for planning and operating Citizen Advocacy

Programs,

Following this presentation you will be asked to evaluate

a proposal for establishing a Citizen Advocacy Program by

assessing the soundness of the conceptual and programmatic

aspects of the plan.

The next activity will involve the development of an action-

plan for implementing Citizen Advocacy at state or local levels.

During the course of today's workshop, you will be given

illustrative materials which supplement some activities. A set

of the four-book serie on Citizen Advocacy developed by the

Project staff, entitl d Avenues To Change, will also be distrin-

buted. A trainer's manual for conducting state and local

29



Citizen Advocacy Training Workshops will be available through

the NARC Regional Office, and the printed and- audio- visual

training materials which are used today are also offered on a

loan basis through that office.

30
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Activity II: ORIENTATION TO CITIZEN ADVOCACY

Purpose: To help the participants
of the basic tenets of the Citizen

Steps for Trainer:

develop an understanding
Advocacy concept.-4

step one - prepare participants for the activity
by reading aloud the script "Orientati
to Citizen Advocacy".

_

step two - show thovie,'"Something Shared".

step three - after viewing the film, read aloud the
script "Building Blocks to Citizen
Advocacy ".

step four - show slide pregentation, "Thursday's
Child Has Far To Go".

NOTE: If the slide presentation is
not accompanied by the syn-
chronized taped narration with
music and the trainer is required
to read aloud from the script,"An
Answer for Thursday's Child", the
carousel must be adjusted on the
slide projector An order that-the
presentation begins with slide #7
which is cued to the line "Monday's
child is fair of face".

step five - answer questions relative to this act6vity,



ORIENTATION TO CITIZEN ADVOC2Y

As we all know, pSrticipants' levels Of knowledge con-

cerning Citizen Advocacy are quite varied, so, my job now is

to establish some common ground for the rest of the day's

activities. This will be done by presenting some key "Building

Blocks To Citizen Advbcacy".through the use of a.film and a

presentatibn followed by a slide show.

The Project's 141- minute tolor-sound film on Citizen

Advocacy, "Something Shared", will be shown first followed by

a lecture on the concept which is keyed to various segments of

the film. A slide presentation, "Citizen Advocacy--An Answer

For Thursday's Child", which concerns advocate roles in meeting

the needs of mentally retarded persons will then be shown to

supplement and reinforce knowledge gained thus far.

A few of you nay have already seen the film, "Something

Shared". Those of you who have not yet viewed it are in for a

pleasant and informgtive quarter hour. The film was produced

by Jamieson Film Company of Dallas who also produc'ed the award:-

winning "Where'Do.The Children Play?" for NARC. The Citizen

Advocacy film was scripted with the input of key NARC volunteers,

the Project's National Advisory Committee, and NARC staff members.

Footage was shot in Denver, Colorado, and there are no actors

shown. What you will see in action are reale#dvocates and proteges

.from the Colorado and Omaha, Nebraska Citizen Advocacy programs.

32
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You will be hearing original music specifically scored for

this film by Dallas-based artist Jerry Coward. Keep in mind

as you watch the film that its intention is to _depict the

best in Cilizen Advocacy relationship, possibilities for a

film which is to be used in advocate recruitment and training.

The movie promotes the idea of mentally retard61 people as

valued individuals who can benefit from and contribute to the

Citizen Advocacy movement. So now we're ready to "Roll 'em..."

33
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"BUILDING BLOCKS TO CITIZEN ADVOCACY"

If one picture is worth a thousand words, just

think how many words 8,000 feet of 16mm film must

equal! That's how many ifeet it took to edit "Something

Shared" down to the 522 feet of film you just viewed.

Naturally, this means that some things must necessarily

have been left out. The purpose of this Presentation is

to explore in more detail all of the subtle things you
Ikk

saw in this film,'but perhaps wouldn't fully recognize

until you had s ened the film many times. IMO, we
-

also want- to emp size some of the practical aspects of

Citizen AdvocaCy that were touched on in the motion

picture.

I think the first over-riding-impression one must

get frFririewing this 41m-is that Citizen Advocacy is

R4ALls-it involves real people doing real things for

others. The majority of the advocates and protegeb in

the film are actually involved in relationships at this

time. Often the day-to-day realities of the lives of

the mentally retarded aren't as pretty or as easy or as

fair as they should be; this film shows just how capable

,citizen volunteers can, set about improving the quality

of life for mentally retarded persons.

34
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For example, when you first see the movie, it may

appear to you that Charley and Stu are just "truckin'

around" as Stu would say, having a good time, enjoying

a little-Saturday afternoon recreation. However, in

reality, Stu is filling a more practical role for

Charley tan just giving him a way to spend his

leisure hours on the week-end. Stu is introducing

Charley, who hasn't been living away from an insti-

tution for very long, to the community, and he is also

introducing that community to Charley. He is giving

Charle he chance to associate with other persons away

from the group home for mentally retcrded young people

where Charley lives. He is making Charley a art o the

REALITY of everyday human existence in the community.

Throughout the film, we see advocates learning, from

proteges. Charley teaches Stu things, rather than

having Stu cast as the all-knowing advocate who is out

to "do good". Stu doesn't know why avocado seeds must

have toothpicks stuck in them to keep them from drowning

when Charley is tryingto start an avocado sprout, so

Charley explains it to him. It's a two-way relationship.

In their pool-shooting scene, we see the friendly give-

and-take that. occurs between people who can relate to

each .other as equals, and it's arelationship where both

parties can handle dis'appointments. At the end of the

- 27 -
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film, we see Stu tell Charley that he will have to

take a rainchedk on coming up to Charley's room to

see the avocado sprout--, and we observe Charley take

this disappointment in stride. Both men have busy

weeks ahead of them, and both know they will see each

other again soon. (pause)

Just what is "Citizen Advocacy' then?

With Charley and Stu's relationship in mind, let's

define Citizen Advocacy precisely, As mentioned in

the film, it's basically "a one-tb-one relationship

between a capable volunteer advocate and a mentally

retarded protege in which the advocate vigorously defends

the rights and interests of the protege. and provides

practical or emotional reinforcement (or a combination

of both) for him. All of this occurs within the

framework of a structured advocacy system". Practical

reinforcement refers to helping fill the tangible needs

of the protege, like helping him become employed, learn

about puiplic transportation, open. a bank account, vote,

manage money, or do any number of other things that may

range from learning ) tell time to getting a driver's

license, from knowing how to feed himself to knowing how

to prepare meals. Emotional reinforcement refers to

filling the needs all of us have for warmth, friendship

and the sense that somebody cares. While some advocacy
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roles are strictly emotional, and others are strictly

practical, the majority fall somewhere in between, like

Charley and Stu's. And there are other types of

advocacy roles as well,.which you will see llludtrated

in the slide presentation in juat a few minutes, that

involve more-formal, legal arrangeplents. Examples are

guArdianships, trusteeships, and conservatordhips.

Some of these advocacy roles provide ways for parents

to see to it that their mentally retarded offspring

areprovidedforafterthe-parents' death. Other

activities involve acting as spokesmen for the protege's

interests right now if he or she is being denied needed

services and benefits: Still other advocacy roles

relate to crisis advocacy when an advocate steps in

perhaps only one time to assist a protege in an emer-

. gency situation.

Just who needs Citizen Advocacy? As illustrated by

the film, Citizen Advocates are needed by mentally re-

tarded.persons in institutions like Jo-Jo, by people

living in the community like Kenny, and by those trying

to adjust to community life like Charley. Retarded

residents in both urban'and rural areas, as well as

members of all ethnic and socio-economic groups may

need advocates.

Citized Advocates meet the kinds of needs shown in

the film as well as many needs that were, not illustrated.
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For instance, Citizen Advocates go to court. Just

recently in one local program, two little girls were

about to be taken away from their mentally retarded

mother, but the local advocacy coordinator stepped in,

and with the agreement of the court, advocates were

found for the mother and the children. Now, those two

little girls are still at home. In other programs all
O

around the country, Citizen Advocates are involved in

ensuring equal educational rights and social services

for mentally retarded children. There are as many roles

for Citizen Advocates to fill as there are variations of

the human condition.

Where did Citizen Advocacy come from? As people in

ARCS know, the idea of advocacy is not new. Advocacy

has historically been a basic mission of the ARC.

Advocates have also been around for a long time in the

form of lawyers, offibudameri, group advocates, like ARCs,

protectivetservice agencies, and, of course, parents as

advocates for their own.children. Citizen Advocacy, on

the other hand, is relatively new, and was originated.by

Dr. Wolf Wolfensberger. The idea behind this concept

is^that more individuals will be able to. become involved

on a one-to-pne basis with handicapped people through a

structured program that is aimed at obtaining and

monitoring needeyY services for these persons and safe-

guarding,their rights. The Citizen Advocate does not
38
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take the place of the parent or the professional; he

augments their efforts and adds an'extra facet of in-

dependent representation in the life of the retarded

person. In fact, when needed, the advocate can provide

valuable assistance to the patents in locating services

and helping them better meet the needs of their child.

The advocate works with the parents, not around or
t

behind them.

Today, there are thousands of advocateS in over 60

Citizen Advocacy programs in 20 of the United States and

in Canada. The time for advocacy is NOW1 It fits in

beautifully with the current thrust toward more active

citizen involvement in fighting for the rights of re-

tarded persons through such means as class action suits

and litigation. It fits in with promotion of The

Developmental Model which holds that all mentally retarded

persons are capable of growth, learning and development.

Advocates can play a vital part in reaching the Model's

three goals: 1) to increase the mentally retarded

person's control over his environment, 2) to increase7

the complexity Of his behaviors'and 3) to maximize the

human qualities of the retarded person. CitizentAdvocacy

also fits in well with the Normalization Principle which

basically says that, -although a mentally retarded person

will never be (quote) "normal" (unquote) he should live

-
39
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in as normal an environment as possible, and follow as

normal a rhythm of life as he can.

As you may have gathered from all this and from

watching the film, a great deal is obviously asked of

the Citizen Advocate. He is not just another volunteer

spending a couple of hours a week in some group-oriented

recreational activity with mentally retarded people.

TheCitizen-Advocate is committing himself to a personal-

ized involvement with a protege, and because of this,

there are certain criteria a prospective advocate must

meet in order to be accepted into the program. He should

be an individual who is able to get along well with a

variety of people; he should be someone his protege can

look up to. He should be an aggressive fighter when it

comes to the rights and interests of retarded people.

He should not be planning4to move to another Aty in the

near future because this would endanger the continuity

of the relationship. His, life style should be generally

socially acceptable,, and he should be willing to go

through a screening and training process conducted by

the local advocacy office before he can be matched to a

protege.- of these things should be reassuring to

those of who are parents of retarded children. The

Citizen Advocate is not a saint or a do-gooder, however.

He ia an average, -concerned citizen like you or I who

40
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wants to do more than just talk about/helping retarded people

orcontribute money to programming for them.

Now that you have heard what is' expected cl) the advocate,

you may ask what)the advocate can expect.

He will certainly gain insights into the problems and

lifestyles of mentally, retarded people. He can also expect to

achieve some personal satisfaction in being a part of the human

ecology movement by making a personal contribution to a retarded

person and performing a service for the protege that no, agency

or program could ever provide. Besides all of these things,

the advocate will gain a new awareness of the strengths and

weaknesses of services 'in the community in which he resides.

Another important thing the, advocate can expect is rein-

forcement from the local Citizen Advocacy office and its

Advisory Committee. In cases of legal, financial or emotional

liability, the local office can offer valuable back-upyto the

advocate.and help him find needed assistance by referring him

to the right contact person or program who can best help him

and his protege. Basically, an advocate is liable legally

while with the protege to the same extent that a Boy Scout

leader or ittle League baseball coach is,liable for his

charges while they are under his supervision. The Citizen Ad-

voCate should carry a valid driver's license and have adequate

insurance coverage. Many state. and local advocacy offices to-

day are also looking into comprehensive insurance programs which

cover both the staff and the advocates involved in relationships.
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Before we move on to the slide presentation which delves'

more deeply into advocate roles, let's briefly summarize the

basic building blocks to Citizen Advocacy which we should

have recognized thus far from the film and this presentation.

First, Citizen Advocacy is an action-oriented program involving

mutually beneficial one-to-one relationships between citizen

volunteers and mentally retarded persons. The advocate and

protege-are first brought together through a formal, structured

program, and their ongoing relationships are monitored by the

local office for both their benefits. Second, adirocates do ,

more'than just entertain proteges. They are fighter's for the

0
rights of mentally. retarded persons, and they bridge the gap

that often exists between services needed by the protege and

services received by him.' Third, advocates may meet practical

or emotional needs or a combination of both for mentally re-

tarded persons in institutions, in the community, or for those

making the adjustment from institutionalization to community.

life. And finally, by becoming a Citizen Advocate, a ,person

also becomes part of a nation-wide movement to improve the

quality of life for mentally retarded people.

Now, let's reinforce some of these ideas by taking

look at Our slide presentation, "CiEizen Advocacy 7 An Answer

For Thursday' Child".

42
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CITIZEN ADVOCACY -
AN ANSWER FOR THURSDAY'S CHILD

1
Dark

2 - 6 (run during opening music)

7

"Monday's Child ins fair of face;

Tuesday's Child is full of grace;

9
Wednesday's Child is full of woe;

10
But Thursday's Child has far to g ..."

11
Citizen Advocates can help mentally retarded

persons travel this distance. Today, these

12
"T'hursday's Children" are beginning to benefit from

a growing public awareness of the needs of mentally

retarded persons; and the emphasis on citizen in-

13

volvement in meeting those needs. Recent years have

brought great advances in the understanding of

14
mental retardation, but there is still a vast

distanCe to cover.

(pause) 43
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2 - blond boy
3 - boy under

turtle statue
4 - girl at table
5 - boy with pail
6 - smiling boy
7 - child and baby
8 - girls skipping

rope
9 - boy crying

LO - girl in red
coat

Ll - boy rwming

1.2- girl in tunnel

- boy and girl
studying

4 - kids on jungle
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15
Just what is Citizen Advocacy? Basically, it's

16
a one-to-one matching o ,a citizen volunteer or

"advocate" with a mentally retarded person called a

17
"protege", in which the advocate spends time as a

18
friend to the proteges acts as his spokesman to

19
ensure his rights, and helps bridge the.gap.between

services available and services actually received by

the retarded person.

20
An advocate may meet the "emotional needs" of

21
his protege which are the intangible desires all of

us have for affection,' warmth and understanding.

22
And the advocate can meet the more "tangible, prac-

tical needs" of the protege as he helps him with

23
problem-solving and learning the basics of dpily

24
livings Or an advocate can fill a combination of

both practical and emotional needs.

(Pause)

25
What does it take to fill the role of a Citizen

Advocate? First of all, a person should examine his
- 36 -
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15 - title slide,
"Citizen Advocacy'

16 - boys on steps

17 - teenager
with child,

18 - man ,speaking

19 - hands/tele-
phone

20 - woman and
girl talking

21 - child hugging
baby

22 - "For Rent"
sign

-23 - check book

24 - girl with
compact

25 - title slide
"Advocate"



26
own attitudes toward mentally retarded people. The

words "mental retardation" may bring many varied /

images to mind: What kind of person might the pro-
/

27
spectiveiadvocate picture? A little girl with a big

MA

smile who could be the child who lives next door?

28 29
A small boy walking the halls of an institution? A

happy child who can learn to play, take care of her

30
on needs, and live a full, satisfying life? A

person who does nothing all day, wasting any potentia"

31
he may have? A man who has learned vocational skills

32
and can earn his own living? All of these are pos-

sible images of mental retardation, and whether a

person's concept is positive or negative, learning

33
more firsthand is the best way to understand what

the family of a mentally retarded child faces.

(Pause)

34
The most important thing that Citizen Advocates

must remember about their proteges is that they are

human beings; and like everybody else, they have

-

tk,

26 - man hugging
child

27 - blond girl

28 - with
.rntches

29 - smiling girl

30 -',boy watching

31 - man yin
stockroom

32 - retarded man
& woman

33 - baby with
parents

34 - two boys
playing



35
certain rights that should not be ignored. Just as

everyone is sometimes frighenea, lonely, and unable

to cope with his environments, mentally retarded per-
.

36
sons also have these emotions. And just like other

37
human being's, they enjoy having good times, doing

38
things...accomplidhing things...,creating things.

(Hold)

39/
The difference is that mentally retarded people often

r;..4
.

do not have friends 6:).

l.

help them participate in com-

munity activities, or act 's spok4men in safeguard-
-

40
Ong their rights. This is 011erA7 Cilzen Advocacy

comes in.

(Pause)

What pictures does the term "Citizen Advocate"

41
bring to mind? Does it conjure up courtrooms or

soapboxes? Does it sound legal and complicated?

42
Basically, the Citizen Advocate's role involves

getting to know a mentally retarded person,. learning

about his problems, andaaelping him So meet his own
r

- - 38 -

35 - children om
playground

36 - girls on
carriage

37 - girl/at piano

38 - gray-haired
woman -

39 - boy hiding

40,- title slide,
"Citizen Advocacy

41 - courtroom

42 - girls ironing



43.
needs. But it can also include those soapboxesValld

courtrooms because an advocate can see to it that the

needs of his protege are being met- by speaking out

44
for his rights. The retarded sometimes cannot speak

45
for themselves, and too often, their families are

ignored.

(Pause)

46 47
A teenager can be an advocate, and senior citi-

48
.tens can fill the advocacy role, too. So can busi-

49;
nessmen who put in a nine-to-five work week, or busy

50
homemakers can serve as advocates. One volunteer

51

can serve several retarded persons at a time...or a

1

family can serve as an advocate for a single protege.

52
The heart of the advocacy concept is the one-to-one

relationship, but a very good thing about the advo-

cad7 program is its flexibility.

(Pause)

53
The need for persons, to fill the Citizen Advocac

47
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43 - courtroom

44 - boy with
sandpail

45 - woman with
twins

46 - teenager work-
ing with boy

47 - elderly man
with boy

48 - man feeding
boy

49 - pair tying
shoelaces

50 - teenage girl
with children

51 - family

52 - pair in pool

53 - boy in crib



role is overwhelming for all groups of retarded Irr-

sons including those who spend all theii\ lives in

54
institutions,othose who move from the iistitution

55
4

out into the community, and those who are already in

the community, but are not receiving the benefit of

needed services.

A Citizen Advocate, who is ready to work hard,

56
can help relieve "the frustration, boredom, and lone-

liness of the residents of institutions, and act as

57 .
a spokesman for improved conditions and programming

in these facilities which often are left out when it

58
comes to advocacy activities. He can also prevent

the unnecessary failure of the forme resident to

adjust to community life simply because he has no one

to show him how and to encourage him through crisis

periods.

59
The 'advocate can open doors to a whole world of

discovery for retarded persons in the community who

.60

are particularly vulnerable to pswhological

- 448

54 - by on bench

- boy at window

56 - hands with
string

57 - woman's face

58 - boy with head
bowed

59 - boy witn jar.

60 - boy lying on
on grass



isolation because they usually have few opportunities

to form long-lasting relationships. Advocates can

61
this need as well as helping to ensure that

the retarded person has fuill access to community pro-
.

grams and services.

(Pause)

62'
Specifically, what'fo-th do- citizen advocates

fill? Of course, the roles of thede advocates will

63
vary according to the needs of their proteges. The

most informal kind of relationship is that of "Advo-

64
cate-Companion". An Advocate-Companion is a friend

to his protege, taking him places, and exploring all

65
the true meanings a friendship can have. Advocate-

Companions meet the emotional needs of their prote-

ges by introducing them to new experiences and broad-

ening their horizons..

What kinds of things do Advocate-Companions and

66
their proteges enjoy doing together? Examples are

4 9
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'hair
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going on outings to get to know the community better.

67 68

..or visiting the'lanes to bo a few frames.,.get-

69

ting together' for a beauty treatment...or just talk-

ing over things tha concern both advocate and pro -

tege.

70
A second more involved role is that of "Advocate-

Adviser". This relationship is aqfriendship combined

witch providing practical assistance in otier areas as

well. The Advocate-Adviser is both a friend and

71
guide for, the protege, teaching him skills involved

in daily life. The advocate may help the protege

72

do simple things related to proper hygiene, or more

complicated endeavors such as getting a driver's

73
license or using the post office.

That kinds of things do Advocate-Advisers and

74

their proteges do together? The activity can be as'

75

basic as learning how to tie a shoelace, or the pro-

76

cedures for brushing teeth properly or putting on

50
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77
make-up correctly. Or it can be a more complicated

task such as measuring the ingredients and following

78
the recipe, or learning how to get around town in

order to make it on timp to those important, job

interviews.

79
A different kind of expertise is required of

the Advocate-Guardian who will assume a long-term

role in watching over the protege and managing an

80
estate or trust fund for him. This kind of advocate

can fill some needs for a retarded child now, and

can be of even more assistance after the death of

that protege's parents.

(Pause)

.81

There are also "Emergency or Stand-by Advocates"

who function on a crisib basis when an emergency

82

situation arises. But the intervention(may prove

to be of major importance in the protege's life from

that point on.

(Pause) 51
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79 - title slide,
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83
Professionals who provide direct services can

also participate in the advocacy program as long as

their leisure-time proteges are not business-day

84
clients: When a professional tries to be a Citizen

Advocate for someone who is also his client, he may

encounter a built-in conflict of interests between

what is best for the protege and what the structure

85
of the service system requires. However, profes-

sionals can serve well as "Associate Advocates" who

advise advocacy programs, try to improve services in

their own agencies, and work for community acceptance

of the retarded.

86
The roles which Citizen Advocates fill can make

a big improvement in the quality of life for mentally

87
retarded people. A Citizen Advocate can make the

(read slowly)
difference between a lonely, wasted day

88
in an institutional building, and an exciting excur-

,

84
sion outs'ide...between doing nothing all the time, or

52
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83 - man and boy

talking 'r
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85 i woman on A
phone
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holding child
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90
having somebody to play games with, and teach you new

things.. etween feeling that there's nobody to turn

92
to and having someone to take a splinter out of your

93
finger when it hurts... between having no one to

94
push your swing, or having an advocate to start you

95 9.6

off right...between being alone...or feeling that

somebody cares enough to speak out for you.

97 - 100 (run Tepidly)

When a Citizen Advocate reaches out for some-

one, he is bound to find a protege_ reaching out to

him.

101
NARC slide. '(Music fades out.)

F

90 - child with
large'ball

91.- girl on quilt

92 - man with child.

93 - child and
swing set

94 - child swinging

95 - child kndeling
by tree

96 - teenager with
girl

97 - 100 series of
hands reac
ing out

101 - NARC title
slide



Activity III: APPLYING ,CITIZEN ADVOCACY TO THE NEEDS OF
MENTALLY RETARDED PERSONS

Purpose: To have the participants consider the specific
benefits of. Citizen Advocacy for mentally retarded persons.

-Steps for Trainer:

step one - distribute CA-1 to.participants.

step two - read aloud the instructions 'for this
grotlp activity from CA-1 while the
participants read silently.

dtee three - allow participarit0 10 minutes to prepare
a list of service needs and 20 minutes
to prepare an outline for applying-
citizen advocacy for meeting these needs.

step four - allow a representative from each group
approximately 4 minutes to present the
outline to other participants.

0

O

p
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CA-1

Applying Citizen Advocacy to the Needs
of Mentally Retarded Persons

Purpose of Activity

You have been exposed to the concept of Citizen

Advocacy and some examples of advocate roles. Your

task now is to begin thinking about the specific ways

in which Citizen AdVocacy could be used in your

communities.

Procedure

In order to determine the specific ways Citizen

Advocacy can serve the mentally retarded persons, you

will be asked to consider and answer the following

two questions:

1) what are the major service needs of mentally

retarded persons, and

2) how do you see Citizen Advocacy being effec-

tively<used in relation to these service needs?

The members of each group are asked to discuss and

compile a listing of perceived service needs of mentally

retarded persons in their' communities.

On the basis of these identified needs, develop an

outline which'describes the specific ways in which Citizen

Advocacy could benefit the mentally retarded residents of

your communities. When developing your outline, include /

the residential facility or institution as sa part of a

comprehensive service approach.
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CA -1 .(Page 2)

You will be allotted 10 minutes to review Service

needs and 20 minutes to develop the outline for using

Citizen Advocacy in your communities. A representative

from each group will be asked to briefly present the

group's outline to the other participants. These reports

should be limited to approximktely 4 minutes each.
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Activity IV: REVIEW OF MORNING SESSION AND OVERVIEW OF
AFTERNOON ACTIVITIES

Purpose: To discuss the relationship between the activities
in the workshop and the contents of the books, AVENUES TO CHANGE
I-IV.

Steps for Trainer:

step one - read aloud the script entitled "A. Discussion
on the Workshop Activities and the Books,
AVENUES TO CHANGE I-IV.

step two - answer questions relative to the activities
occurring during the first half of the
workshop.
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A DISCUSSION ON THE WORKSHOP ACTIVITIES AND

j"AVENUES TO .CHANGE ", BOOKS I-IV

Up to this point in the workshop, we have concentratedbn

the theoretical or conceptual aspects of Citizen Advocacy. We

have studied the basic tenets of the Citizen Advocacy model and

have begun to think about some of the specific ways in which

this'approach.could be applied to the needs of mentally retarded

persons.

After returning from our break, we will begin discussing

some of the more practical aspects of Citizen Advocacy. We will

review guidelines for implemeriting and operating Citizen Advo-,

cacy programs. We will also develop plans for disseminating

Citizen Advocacy in your communities.

The audio-visual and printed materials which have been pre-

sented thus far are supplementary to the NARC Project's series

of books on Citizen Advocacy, Avenues To Change, Books I-IV.

With these four books and the information you are gaining today,

you will have a most comprehensive package to take back with you

to your communities to either get the ball rolling there or re-

fine and add to what you have already done in Citizen Advocacy.

You will be given this four-book set later in the program but

let's briefly review now what they contain:

Book I-- 'Citizen Advocacy for Mentally Retarded Children:

An' Introduction" is for a general audience. This

book can give a good overview of Citizen Advocacy
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to anyone who is interested in becoming involved.

Book II-"Implementation of Citizen Tocacy Through State

and Local ARCs" is a step-by-step guide to planning

for and op4rating Citizen Advocacy programs at the

state and local levels. It includes forthS-fo* use

by local coordinators in the various phases of

operation.

Book III-"Effective Advocacy" is for the nevi advocate. It

gives him basic information on mental retardation

and let`s him know what is expected of him and what

he can expect from the program. This is the only

book in existence at this time that is geared for

the advocate himself.

Book IV:- "YOUth as a Citizen Advocate" is slanted toward

the 13-18 age group. It's,goal is to recruit

youth Advocates and inform them about the program.

It contains a diary account of a fictional, but

typical, Youth Advocacy relationship, as well as

basic facts about the concept and its implementation.,

The material covered in this morning's presentations directly

relates to information given in Books I and IV. This afternoon's

presentations are keyed toward your later in-depth study of Books

II and,III.
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Activity V: PLANNING AND OPERATING A PROGRAM

Purpose: to help the participants understand the basic pro-
cedures for planning for and implementing a Citizen Advocacy
Program and to understand the basic processes of program
operation and evaluation.

Steps for Trainer:

step one - read aloud the script "P sentation o5
Planning and Operating Program", using
the accompanyingslide package as indicated.
The numbers 1-29 pinpoint spots whete the X
slide should be changed, and the underlining
shows the phrase to which each slide is keyed.
The trainer may desire to change some of the
wording to fit his own speaking style, but
the Ipasic content of the script should not
be changed.

step two - answer questions concerning the presentation.



PRESENTATION ON PLANNING AND OPERATING A PROGRAM

1

How often have you-heard someone repeat that
2

old refrain, "He can't see the forest for tTie.trees"

It is hoped that this presentation on planning and

operating a local Citizen Advocacy office will help

you to see both "the forest and the trees" as you

try to develop an action program that maintains the

basic tenets of Citizen Advocacy. rt's very-easy

to get so involved in details that you get side-

tracked from your main goal. Or, a program devel-

oper can try to safeguard the concept so rigidly

that good opportunities for actually implementing

it are lost.

By listening carefully and participating in

our earlier sessions, you have already taken the

. first important step in starting a Citizen Advocacy

program. It's important to keep the program a true

Citizen-Advocacy effort and not let it become just
3

another agency-type service, or a clearing-house

for coordination of traditional volunteer activities

In initiating and maintaining an office, therliare

several very important points to keep in mind which

have been learned through a study of Citizen Advo-

cacy programs already established. By sharing them.
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0 void/ with you how, we hope we can help you old some

of the prOblems experienced by thes initial Citi-

zen Advocacy offices.
4
This discudsion will deal in a skeletal form

with procedures that have been basic to the major-

ity of Citizen Advocacy programs started so far.

The NARC Child Advocacy Prdject staff has .taken a

cross-section of methods used by several programs,

since there have been variations in means of imple-

mentation., and added its own proposals to them to

come up with a composite local model for an average

community. There are, however, other models which

are discussed in detail in the series, Avenues To

Change,.and you will be able to study them when you
m.

receive the books later in this workshop. Book II

of the set is especially relevant to this presenta-

tion.

(Pause)

One of the first steps that a local ARC

should take when considering the establishment of a

Citizen Advocacy office is to determine what other

advocacy activities, if any, are currently going

on in the city and state. If the state has already
5

established a State Citizen Advocacy Office, the

local ARC should visit that office to set up

the necessary lines of communication and benefit
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from theiOreeources. The local unit will also

wapt to m sure that no other group has already
,

tarted a Citizen Advocacy program for the Mentally

\'
6

retarded in their locale in order to prevent overlap

and confusion on the part of the public if two or

more Citizen Advocacy programs try to operate simul,

taneously. Perhaps a cooperative effort could be

arranged, or if one of the programs isn't really

following the Citizen Advocacy model, it should

change its name.

(Pause)
7
Another initial step in starting a local Citizen

Advocacy office is, of course, to secure sponsors for

the program. As we pointed out earlier, the ARC is
'UV

the most logical implementor. An interested citizen

or member of the local ARC can approach the ARC

Board and propose that a Citizen Advocacy program be

established in that community. If the ARC doesn't

feel that it can carry this responsibility alone, it

should consider sharing the load with other local

'civic groups, service clubs, Or sister organizations

for developmentally disabled persons. This coopera-

tion will often work in your favor in gaining operat-

ing dollars, since some funding sources prefer to',

support programs that aid all groups of the develop-

mdntally disabled.
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(Pause)

One of the major reasons some programs for the

mentally retarded fail is because the community is

not sufficiently prepared ahead of time. In many

instances, a full realization of the need foi- com-

munity'awarefiess occurs after the program is already

8
underway and failingand it is. then too late to

`do anything about it. Since it is vital that rep-

resentatives from a variety of areas of community

life be included from the planning stages on into

the establishment phase, the local ARC should appoint

an Advocacy Study Committee compOsed of ARC leader-
.

ship, representatives of other local groups for the

handicapped, and members of the professional commun-

ity as well as representatives of youth groups,

families of mentally retarded persons, mentally re-

tarded individuals themAelves, and members of var-

ious ethnic groups.
9
If there is a residential facility in your town,

be sure to include representatives of their. staff

and parent groups on your Study Committee as well as

personnel from local protective service agencies.

Don't water down the Citizen Advocacy concept in

order to getila foot in the doo*r with these people,

but do assure them that Citizen Advocacy should not

0
be seen as a threat to their systems, but can in

reality enhance their efforts.
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10
Th4 people listed earlier form a suggested list

of Study Committee members. The actual committee

should not consist of more than 15' - 20 people

since too large a group is unwieldy. It Should be

kept in mind that, at a later time, some of these

people can serve in a consultative capacity on the

program's Advisory Committee. Be selec-

tive and make sure that your Study Committee members

are willing to work hard and lend more than their

names to the program.
11
Once the Study Committee has been formed, its

,function will be three-fold: first, to determine

the need for a Citizen Advocacy office in the com-

munity and to gauge community acceptance and poten-

tial for protege referrals.; second, to c eck out

possible sources for funds and to prep e a grant

proposal for one or more of these sources; and

third, to look around for a possible site and staff
7

for the local office.

In judging the feasibility of starting a Citi-

/zen Advocacy program.in a community, the Study Com-

mittee\members should personally contact local agen-

cies which provide services for the mentally retarded

in order to determine how many persons in the area

could conceivably benefit from haxing advocates.

Since many retarded people may be receiving services
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from several programs, care should be taken to

avoid overlap in estimating numbers of potential

proteges. It should also be remembered' that not

every mentally retarded person needs an advocate.

Groundwork can be laid at this time for later re-

ferrals of proteges to the Citizen Advocacy office

by these agencies.

One important caution to be given to the Study

Committee is that they should not view their initial

endeavors to measure community reaction to Citizen

Advocacy as full-fledged campaigns geared at re-

cruiting advocates and proteges. The idea behind

this first thrust is to form a broad base of know-

ledge and support in the community for a Citizen

Advocacy program so that when the office is actually

ready to go into operation, all of this very neces-
12

sary foundation will already have been laid, and

action can take' place immediately. Some programs

have found that if too much early general publicity

appears during this phase, persons .interested in the

program will respond before an office has actually

been set up. Then, their initial enthusiasm wears

thin before they can really do something with their

energies.

(Pause)
13
The next important area for the Study Committee

to consider is funding. Funds can be garnered from
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t

the federal, state, an3 local levels, and the Study

Committee:should thoroughly dheck possibilities of

each. Since funding priorities and regulations vary

so much from state to state, it is difficult to

cover all funding angles. Book II of the Citizen

Advocacy .series Lbusses all three levels and gives

reference points for you to use as springboards for

your own investigations.

Whatever.fundinqopources are available, it is

absolutely essential that the local program not be

funded through any means that could possibly cause.
14
conflicts of interest to arise between the advocacy

office and its funding source. In just a few min-

utes, you will be given the(opportunity to critique

a sample narrative and budget for a Citizen Advocacy

grant in order to emphasize certain points which ,

assure that a funding proposal jells conceptually

ankprogrammatically. k

(Pause)
15
One of the final functions of the planner's for

a local Citizen Advocacy Office is locating an office

site. The office should be located in a place easily

accessible to those it will serve, and it should be

situated independently from any local service-delivery

agency to preveh) conflicts of interest. So far,

some programs have either rented office space or

found a community volunteer center, church, business
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or club who were willing to donate the necessazy

space. Some local advocacy programs are located

under the same roof as the local ARC.
16

The Study Committee should also make contacts

at this time concerning prospects for
t

the position

of local coordinator so that when funding does come

through", the program can be launched without delay.

From the experiences of most other Citizen Advocacy

programs, it is deemed .advisable to hire a full -tine

salaried local coordinator from the-inception of

the program.

At this point, the planning stages of the pro-

gram end, and, when funding is.received, the actual
17

operation of the office can begin. On the screen

now are the basic steps for operation of a Citizen

Advocacy program. .0ne ofthe first things the local

staff should do is to organize the Advisory Committte

,,.which will provide guidance for all phases of the

Iprogram. Members of this committee should come from

among the same groups that were listed earlier as

we discussed planning a program. In fact, the coor-

dinator may wish to select some members of the Study

Committee .to form the Advisory Committee.

The Advisory Committee should be viewed as a

consultative and resource body rather than as a

policy- making,'governing Board for the prbgram, and

itp functions should include ensuring.cooperation
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. between the Citizen Advocacy program and community

members. Members of the Advisory Committee should

stand ready to assist both the coordinator and the

advocates when problems arise that fall within the

members' areas of expertise. This Committee should
)

be kept as small as possible while still ensuring

that'its members adequately represent consumers and

obtainers or prOviders of mental retardation ser-

vices.

(Pause)
18
For the program just starting, mentally re-

tarded persons needing advocacy services should be

identified and located before recruiting advocates

so that names, of proteges will be on file and ready

for assignment once advocates have been recruited

(1nd trained. Locating proteges will not be an ex-:

tremely difficult task if the community has been

properly prepared for the program.' Many existing

offices have found that providing information on

Citizen Advocacy will result in spontaneous referrals

from service agencies and residential facilities, as

well as from parents.

In order to ensure as much as possible that all

referral sources are made aware of the Citizen Advo-

cacy office, the staff should individually contact

69
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all agencies in the community in person or by phone

to ask for their cooperation.

(Pause)
19
A more thorough effort will be required Frr

recruiting advocates than is generally..necessary

for locating proteges. Strategies for finding ad-

vocates include preparing newspaper-articles, radio

and TV spots, brochures, and informational fliers;

lecturing to small groups; making individual con-

tacts; and taking advantage of word-of-mouth publi-

city. Whateller strategies are used, it is very im-

portant that the advocacy office provide adequate

follow-up to draw advocates into the program.

Once a few advocates have been recruited, they

will generally enhance recruiting efforts by telling

their friends about their advocacy experiences. Cit-
20

izen Advocacy then becomes something that the next-

door-neighbor does, re-enforcing its image as an

attractive activity for other members of the commun-

ity.

(Pause)
21
After the advocate is recruited, the next serie

of procedures includes screening, selecting, train-

ing and matching. All of these steps are essential

to a successful program.

Screening is the process of interviewing appli-

cants who want to become Citizen Advocates to
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determine if they have the interest and time to

become sufficiently involved in the p?ogram. ;With-

out. proper screening procedures, the local coordi-
22

nator would really be going out on a limb when it

comes to advocate selection. The local coordinator

should answer any questions the potential advocate

has at this time and provide tg;applicant with°

sufficient information to indicate the basic re-

quirements and what can be expected in certain advo-
23

cacy roles. During, this initial interview session,

the local coordinator should also ask questions

about the reasons a person wants to be an advocate,

the attitudes he-may have toward retarded persons,

and the amount of time he could devote to the rela-

tionship. References are also requested from the

prospective advocate.

The screening process also helps determine

which applicants may have poor intentions or unreal-

iStic expectations. In the programs established

thus far, there have been few cases where an unde-

sirable individual has sought entrance into the

program for the wrong purposes, but the staff 'should
Nit

be alert to such possibilities.

The final step in 'screening is the decision to

accept or reject an applicant, and the prospective

advocate should be notified as quickly as possible.
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%ItIf he isot'ej,ec ',reasons why should be explained,

and if he is accepted, he should be approached in
k

an erithlisiastic manner and given specific informa-

tion regarding the next steps to be taken toward

becoming an advocate.

(Pause) 40

It is essential that training sessions be con-

ducted to prepare new advocates for their roles.
24

Without proper training, the advocate could be really

up a tree about what to do in certain situations in

the relationship. The careful training of the advo-

cate is one of the most important characteristics of

Citizen Advocacy. Training for advocates is, how-

ever, unfortunately one of the most neglected areas

in many of the ongoing Citizen Advocacy programs.
25
The newly recruited advocate should be scheduled

for training sessions as soon as possible after being

accepted. It is recommended that these novice advo-

cates receive at least four hours of training cover-

ing such topics as basics of mental retardation; in-

correct stereotypes, labels, and attitudes toward

retarded people; service needs of the retarded and

other developmentally disabled persons; and how ad-

vocates can fill useful roles in meeting these needs.

(Pause)
26

There is considerable controversy regarding the
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A

extent to' which advocates should be monitored in

their activities. Ther, is, for example, the be-

lief that since the advocate is a free agent whci is

a volunteer to a.person and not to an agency, the
')O

Citizen Advocacy Office should not mon(tor the

advocates' and proteges'. activities. In effect$

this means that the advocate cannot be controlled

or removed from his assignilient by the Citizen Advo-

cacy program staff.

On the other hand, there is the stance that

monitoring is an essential function of the Citizen

Advocacy Office because there must be checks and,

balances in the system to ensure that the best'in-

terests of mentally retarded persons Are being

served. The second approach implies definite con-

trol over the advocate from the standpoint that a
27

relationship can be terminated if the Citizen Advo-

racy program personnel or members of its Advisory

Committee'can document negative effects on'either

the advocate or the protege.

The NARC guidelines take the second approach.

If problems are observed in a particular relation-

ship, the local coordinator should counsel with the
°

advocate and the protege in order to correct the

situation. When counseling cannot improve a rela-
,

tionship which is detrimental to either party, then
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0

the coordinator may consider dissolving the rela-

tionship.
28
Sound monitoring and evaluation procedures

should be developed in order to assess the effec-.

tiveness of the individual advocate-protege rela-

tionships and the overall efficiency of the program.

Advocates should be encouraged to complete monthly

reports which reflect the activities of the pair

and the amount of time involved. these monthly re-

ports should be compiled by the Citizen-Advocacy

program staff in order to evaluate the program as a

whole. Additional staff-related information, such

as agencies contacted, lectures made, and problems

encountered, should be compiled in order to document

the activities of the local office.

(Pause)
29
In this presentation we have highlighted some

of the important aspects of planning and operating

a Citizen Advocacy office. Emphasis was placed on

careful initiation of the program, thg screening,

selecting, training, matching, and monitoring pro-

cesses, and *evaluation and documentation of office

operation. Hasty measures to start and maintain a

-Citizen Advocacy program will only result in serious

operational difficulties after the office has been

going for a while. Laying careful groundwork and
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utilizing sound, workable procedures for its opera-
,

tion will pay off handsomely in successful advocate-

protege relationships, and those seedlings will

grow into sturdy forests fyr the future.

1



Activity VI: CRITIQUING A PROGRAM DESCRIPTION

Purpose: To help the participants develop evaluative
skills relating to the planning and implementation of
Citizen Advocacy Programs.

Steps for Trainer:

step one - distribute CA-2 and CA-2a to participants.

step two - read-aloud the instructions from CA-2
for this group activity while the

. participants read silently.

step three - allow the participants 15 minutes for
individual study of the program des-
cription and 30 additional minutes for
group discussion.

step four - allow a representative from each group
six minutes to orally'present an outline
to the other participants.

step five distribute CA-2b to participants and
indicate that these are problems which
should have been identified.



.CA-2

Critiquing A Program Description

Purpose of Activity

We have discUssed characteristics of the Citizen Advocacy

approach which distinguish it from other volunteer efforts.

The concept specifically provides for safeguarding the rights

and interests of mentally retarded persons and helping ensure

that their service needs are adequately met. Sound planning

for the Citizen Advocacy effort is essential if effective pro-

grams are to be established. The purpose of this activity is

to strengthen your evaluative skills in regard to designing a

program which is based on the Citizen Advocacy concept.

Procedure

You have been provided a brief program proposal which in-

cludes a one-year budget. The sponsor is hypothetical, but the

program description is based on several actual proposals for

Citizen Advocacy programs across the nation. Each individual

should study the program description and budget, and mark the

'sections which seem questionable either'regarding consistency

with the Citizen Advocacy concept or cqncerning practical as-

pects of implementation or budgeting. Fifteen minutes is

allowed for this individual study. Then you will assemble in

your same groups, and each group will discuss the sections

marked by each member and compile a list of the problems deter-

mined. Thirty minutes will be allowed for this.
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A representative of each group will be asked briefly to

Present the group's outline to the other participants. These

reports should, be limited to 6 minutes each. If a group re-

port given prior.to your's covers similar material to your

group's report, please give usonly new materials which no
I

one-has mentioned thus far.

7 8
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CA-2a

PROPOSAL ?OR GROUP CRITIQUE

Narrative: How Program Meets Needs of Retardates

Since there is such a great need for a Citizen Advocacy

program in our community, wq are applying for funding for a

program which will give retardates living in community resi-

dences a friend who.will look out for their interests in the

outside world. This program will provide a basic need for

retardates who are leaving state institutions to live in com-

munity residences. It is planned that this program will serve

as a pilot for future programs of this nature in the state.

Citizens in our community are not really aware of retardates

and their problems, so we want to establish a volunteer pro-
.

gram called "Friend-To-Friend" whh will enable these victims

of mental retardation to receive the necessary services as
ti

they try to adjust to community life.

Volunteers will be helped to build healthy, individualized

indepth relationships with retarded people, relieving their,

social isolation. They will be non-paid friends who really

learn to like their proteges (retardes to whom they are assigned).

It is expected that the advocate will make the protege feel that

he is liked and accepted for no Other reason than "he is liked".

This Citizen Advocacy program will enlist interested persons in

the community to provide caring relationships such as friend,

parent, neighbor, roommate, grandparent, etc.
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Volunteer advocates may not be formal counselors, but

what they do could amount to counseling. They may also assist

the parents of a protege to cibtain needed education or train-

ing, and may give informal counsel or practical assistance

(i.e., transportation). An example would be for a citizen

volunteer to help the retarded friend obtain needed health

servjices by observing the need for medical attention, making

the necessary contacts, affording transportation, and infor-

3 mally urging follow-through on medical recommendations. Once

advocates get to know retardates, they can recommend areas of

4 'training needed by proteges to parents and professionals. The

advocate will have knowledge of resources in the community

which he can refer his friebd to, 5e may bQ helpful in offer-

ing information directly about servicesavailable to his friend

in the community. If the protege has no service needs, the

advocate can bring cheer into his life through visits, phone

calls, letters, outings, etc.

Procedure: How Program Will Operate

The first step will be meeting with the ARC Board of Di-

rectors to explain the program and ask for their support. They,

in turn, will then appoint a Study Committee made up of repre-

sentatives of the community organizations who have expressed a

4 desire to participate. This committee will meet to get acquainted'

and become knowledgeable about Citizen Advocacy. They will then

begin to implement the program by planning for public relations,

8U
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funding, a speakers' bureau, and volunteer recruitment. This

Study Committee should also enlist the support of other.lead-

ing and concerned citizens who will form an Advisory Committee

to the program after it gets underway. This Advisory Committee

may consist of leading community citizens who can lend their

names in efforts to secure broad-based Support for the programs.

The Study Committee will proceed to activate an intense

publicity campaign utilizing all media resources as well as

5 setting up a Speakers Bureau to go out and lecture to interested
14

groups. The purposes of these publicity efforts are to increase

public support and recruit potential advocates.

The next step we propose is to hire the Citizen Advocacy
,

office staff. We want to recruit a program director, two

assistant directors who will act as advocacy caseworkers, and

a secretary to handle all the heavy load of paperwork that is

anticipated. As the publicity effort produces potential advo-

cates, these staff members will begin the continual process of

6 screening and training advocates, screening the protege clients,

assigning advocates to proteges, and providing support to these

relationships. Our goal is to establish 100 of these matched

r'elationsh'ips in our first six months of operation. In cases

where individual advocates cannot immediately be found for

mentally retarded clients and their families, the protege will

be temporarily matched with one of the advocacy caseworkers who 1i.

will act as his advocate until one can be found.
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CA -2b

CONCERNS THAT SHOUI4D HAVE BEEN. IDENTIFIED'

Paragraph #1--

1. Demeaning terminology is Used regarding mentally re-
tarded persons, e.g.., "retardates", "victims of mental.
retardation". (Such terms are found throughout the
text of he proposal.). -

2. It appears, that the program is only planning to serve
mentally retarded persons who are leaving in4'titutions
to live in the community, This scope is much too
limited.

3. The prOgram is referred to as a "volunteer program"
and °1s called "Friend-To-Friend". This makes it sound
like a traditional volunteer program that is geared
toward establishing only friendships. and recreational
ntype relationships.

4. The reasons or means for determining the need for
Citizen-Advocacy in the community are not given.

aragraph #2--

1. The term "non-paid friends" is misleading. Is there
such a thing,as a "paid friend"?

2., The fact that the advocate is "expected to make the
- protege feel that liked and accepted ", etc. does

not leave much Poom for the growth of a normal rela-
tionship with the mutual give-and-take that occurs in
any true friendship.

3. The roles,for advocates, i.e., "friend, parent, neigh-
bor, roommate, grandparent" do not cover all the real
poSsibilities Or advocacy roles and are not gbod ex-

samples. The legal roles for advocates are It even:
mentioned.

Paragraph #3--

-1. The function of the advocate as given here seems tp
relate more to-the parents of,the protege than to the
protege himself. The functions ofthe advocate are also
too service-delivery oriented. Advocates are. supposed
to monitor services and be sure their proteges get _the
needed 'Services: having an advocate provide the services
himself either casts him in the role which a professLonal
should be filling ("counseling" or "observing the need'
for medical attention"), or-turns him into the kind of .

volunteer -who is qnly.expected to do things like providing
transportation services for a'retarded person. The
advocate iS.nbt likely to have the knowledge to recommend,
protege,training needs to parents,or professionals., nor

g3
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is he likely to know all community resources available
to the protegeXespecially if he receives no formal
advocacy training as this proposal seems to indicate.
The last sentence in the paragraph defines a purely
expressive' role.for the advocate and makes him sound
like part of a "Big Buddy" program. To summarize the
problems in this paragraph, we can say that there is
no clear-cut definition of advocate roles. It is con-
fusing and mi6leading.

Paragraph #4--

1. It appears that persons who will make up the Study
Committee will only be chosen from among those who
"have expressed a desire to participate". There is
no effort to recruit "new blood" for this Committee.

2: The reasons for the initial meeting of the CoMmittee
are first, for them to get acquainted, and second,
for them to learn about Citizen Advocacy. This is a
Poor way to assign priority.

3. The Study Committee doesnot actually implement the
program itself. It plans for the program.

4, The Study'Committee should not be responsible for
appointing the Advisory Committee.

5. The Advisory Committee should be willing to do more
than "lend their names" to the pro ram.

(Paragraph #5--

1. A Speaker's Bureau is mentioned here with no method
indicated for training them about Citizen Advocacy.

2. Recruiting potential advocates is also mentioned,
but there is no method shown for locating proteges.
It appears that advocate recruitment will begin before
the,program is ready to handle it.

Paragraph #6--

1. Too many staff members are propoSed for abeginning
'program. This number Calls for too large a budget.

2. "Advocacy caseworkers" is a term that indicates an
agency orientation for the progtam.

3. It is implied that the office will leave an overly
complex system of ecord-keeping, producing "the
heavy load of paperwork".

4. There are no details g-ivan on how advocates will be
screened and trained, how they will be 'matched to
proteges,or howsupport will be provided for the
relationship. The use of the term "assigning advocates"
also implies an agency orientation.

9
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. The goal of 100 matched relationships in six months
is unrealistic and implies that quantity is given
priority over quality in the screening and matching
of advocates.

6. The use of the term "protege clients" shows an agency
orientation.

7. The idea of having advocacy caseworkers who serve as
temporary advocates is not a good idea because it puts
the emphasis in the wrong place regarding the functions
of the local office. The local office monitors rela-
tionships, recommends resources, etc.

General -- It is apparent that the grant-writers have not actually
thought through what procedures they would use in implementing
this program. Specific goals and realistic objectives are not
given. Many areas are only touched upon, such as advocate train-
ing, while others are left out all together, like the actual ob-
taining of funds. No effort is indicated to involve minority
or low-income groups in this program, and it sounds very "white,
middle-class". As mentioned before, the scope is very narrow,
and there is no outreach for retarded persons remaining in in-.
stitutions, or for those who have never been in institutions.
There is also no system indicated for evaluation and replication
of the program.

Budget
al

1. Too much money is allocated for salaries for a small,
beginnitg program. Perhaps the Assistant Director
.could be added at a later date after the office is

well established.
2. Figures for equipment, postage, and communications

are t,00 low.
3.- TraVel funds are too limited.
4. No mention of how the $250 consultation monies will be

utilized is made in the narrative.
5.. No money is budgeted for obtaining office space or

securing insurance coverage.

ks
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Activity VII: AN ACTION PLAN FOR ESTABLISHING A STATE OR LOCAL
ADVOCACY PROGRAM

Purpose: To obtain commitments and action plans for implementing
Citizen Advocacy at state and local levels.

'Steps for Trainer:

step one Read aloud the inttructOons for this acti-
vity from CA-3 while the participants read
silently.

step two - If several local units are represented,
regroup participants so that each local
unit's representativet are grouped to-
gether.

step three - Allow the groups-30 minutes to develop
their action plan. -1

step four - Allow the representative from each group
5 minutes to present' the plan to other
members.
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CA-3

An Action Plan for Establishing a State or. Local
Citizen Advocacy Program

Purpose of Activity

Citizen Advocacy programs have been established independently

in various areas of the country. Many of these have been developed

on a trial and error basis, and modifications ha've been made as

program developed. Fortunately, we now have the benefit of

the experiences of these pioneering Citizen Advocacy projects.

Theihational component of NARC has compiled various available

information and added some new materials to form the basis for

the training package being presented to you in this workshop.

The purpose of this activity is to elicit en effort from you to

plan for Citizen Adve/ocacy implementation in your state or com-

munity. We will now ask that you develop detailed plans of

,action for this purpose.

Procedure

Regroup, if necessary, to ensure a mixture of professions,

expertise and interests within each group. (NOTE: If this is

a state workshop where several communities are represented,

rather than a local workshop for just one community, regroup"

so that persbns from the same home community are seated together.)

Representatives of each unit are asked to develop specific plans

for getting a Citizen Advocacy effort off the ground in your area.

This includes indicating target dates for conducting additional

workshops, soliciting funding, setting up Study and Ad4riiiii*-1
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Committees, gaining publicity, etc. Persons who will be responsible

for each step should be indicated. Carbon packs are being provided

so that an original and two copies of the p4n can be made. Your

group should keep the.original and give the two copies to the

trainer who will forward them, to the appropriate state, regional

or national level.

You will be allowed 30 minutes to develop your plan, and'

a representative from each group will then be asked to present

a brief outline of the plan to other participants. Please limit

these reports to five minutes each.

88
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'Activity VIII: WORKSHOP SUMMARY AND EVALUATION

Purpose: To obtain evaluative data for workshop improvement
and to indicate the need for participant action after the
workshop.
- ,

Steps for Trainer:

step one - distribute "information sheet" and request
that all participants complete the form.

step two - collect completed information forms.

step three - indicate appreciation for participation
and present closing remarks from the
script for "Workshop Summary".
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CA-4

INFORMATION FOR IM ROVING THE WORKSHOP

We would appreciate some comments concerning this workshop in
order that we may-know if certain changes are needed to improve
future sessions. Please be as frank and specific as possible.
(Feel free to use the reverse side if additional space is required.)

1. What is your reaction to the content of today's workshop?

2. Do you feel that you have been adequately prepared to further
disseminate Citizen Advocacy?

3.\-* Was the workshop organized in a logical and functional manner?

4. Was the pacing of the workshop satisfactory?

5. What is your opinion of the audio-visual materials utilized
(film and slide presentations)?

6. Was there anything you, particularly disliked about the workshop?

2(
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7. What improvements would you suggest_for future workshops?

8. On the whole, how do you rate the workshop?

Poor Mediocre Satisfactory Good

(You are not required to sign your name)

Thank you for your attendance and participation

V
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CLOSING REMARKS

This workshop was intended to fulfill a two-fold purpose:

1) to familiarize you with an exportable training package ich

can 'be used to conduct other Citizen Advocacy training workshops,
a 4

and 2) to teach you how to use these materials to set up Citizen'

Advocacy programs. For some of you, today may have constituted

a first formal introduction to Citizen Advocacy. It is hoped

that this workshop has inspired in you the desire to implement

the concept in your locale, regardless of your previous status

as a novice or an expert on the subject of Citizen Advocacy.

There are several points we would like to re-emphasize in

closing. First, yoU should start now to formalize and carry

forward on your implementation strategies. Due to the complex-
,

ities and time involved in funding processes, the soone you

get started, the better. Second, in planning the implementation

of your project, bear in mind the importance of adhering to the

basic tenets of Citizen advocacy as outlined for you here today.

Don't, fall into the trap of becoming just another traditional

volunteer program instead of a real advocacy outreach. Third,

avoid conflicts of interest when planning your funding strategies

and selecting an office location. Don't put yourself in the

position of being under the dominance of any agency or service-

providing group that might hinder efforts by advocates to improve

services and speak out for the rights of mentally retarded people.

If any problems or questions arise, or you wish to obtain

additional training materials, contact your State ARC EzeFutive
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Director or your Regional Representative who will either be able

to help you themselves or refer you to the proper source for aid.

We deeply appreciate your participation and cooperation in

this workshop and will now answer any questions you may have regard-

ing any of the activities on today's agenda.
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APPENDIX A

Citizen Advocacy Training Workshop:
Materials Checklist

The following checklist includes all necessary materials

and equipment for a Citiien Advocacy Training Workshop, based

oran average -sized workshop of 40 participants.

To be furnished in training workshop package. from regional offices- -

sufficient sets.of Avenues To Change for participants
(40)

workshop manuals. fot trainers (2 per 40 sets of books)

1 copy of the 16mm film, Something Shared

1 Slidepresentation, Citizen Advocacy: An Answer for
Thursday's Child, along With accompanying casette tape
and script for projectionist.

1 slide presentation on Planning And Operation Of A
Citizen Advocacy Program .

1 set per participant, of the hand-outs C-A 1, 2, 2a, 2b,

3 and 4

To be secured by trainers--

1 16mm sound movie projector

1 16mM take -off reel for projector

1 35mm automatic focusing carousel slide projector

2 small tables for projectors

1 movie screen for both projectors (6 x 6 foot) or
(1 for each projector if possible).

1 small flashlight for person showing slides with script.
(This is not necessary if synchronized slide tape is used.)

1 map pointer for use with slides in Planning and Operating

a Program presentation
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5 sheets of paper (8 x 11 inch) and 2 pencils per
participant

6 carbon packs (or 1 for each local or state unit
represented). These are to be used.for recording
local or state action plans.

1 blackboard (approximately 4 x 6 feet), chalk, erasers

6 large pheets of paper (28" x 34") for each group (if
blackboard if not available), masking tape, 6 black felt
pans for recording group reports.

1 table and chairs for trainers

1 table lectern with right and microphone

tables (preferably round) which will accommodate 6-8
persons, each and chairs

roll of tape, scissors, paper clips, rubber bands, pens

glasses, water, ash trays

arrangements for coffee breaks
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APPENDIX .B

Physical-ArrangepentS 6.f Room for Workshop

Screev for
Film

16mm movie
projector

I'Blackboard

LTable
for -

Materials

Screen for
elide Show

35mm carousel
slide projector

and table

-6 ROUND TABLES

CHAIRS FOR FiPPROXIMATELY

8 PARTICIPANTS EACH TABLE

K.
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APPENDIX C

Suggested Letter for State and Local Workshops
.

The following letter may be used to invite focal ARC repres- ta-
'-eives, members of sister organizations su,,dh as United Cerebr 1

. Palsy Associationt, Epilepsy Foundations of America, etc.,
-sother.individuals or groups to attend state or local workshop

Dear

` This
work
Advoc
to occur

an in:vita for you to attend an iMportant training
h 11 p de detailed information on th Citizen

approach. Th s one day training session is sc eduled
(date) from (time) to (time) at'., (place).

The U.S. Department of Health, Education, and Welfare awarded
. NARC funds to develop a comprehensive training package which

would enable state and local ARCs to establish Citizen Advocacy,
'Programs for mentally retarded children and adults. This Session
will also_assist affiliates of other health organizations to
develope_Citizen Advocacy. approaches for aUditional groups of
developmentally disablesl persons.

During the workshop you will be'provided with printed materials
which describe in detail'the conceptual and programmatic aspects
of Citizen Advobacy as well as the procedqres for planning and-
establishing. programs based on ,this .model. This information
willipe supplemented by a movie on the concept, a slide presenta-.
tiori on advocate ro,les, and brief lectures on implementation
procedures.

Citizen Advocacy is an extremely important approach for safe-
guarding the rights and interests of, those who cannot adequately
represent themselves and have no one to intervene on their behalf.
T am sure that you, as a con8erned citizen, will want to attend
this session and receive the materials available in the'workshop.

-40

Please indicate on the enclosed postcard as soon as possible Your
intentions for attending this training workshop.

SAcerely,.

- 90
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